
The impact of the Opioid crisis cannot be overstated – from the toll it takes every day on human lives to the 

pending financial damages associated with litigation – the stakes have never been higher for Counsel involved in 

this epic matter.

We've been involved in some of the largest cases in America.

A recent opioid litigation review project required Hire Counsel to procure staff, technology, and infrastructure 

across 5 major US cities from coast-to-coast. 

• 300 vetted document reviewers were employed and prepared

• Staff, security and space was mobilized within 72 hours

• A total of 290,000 hours were logged over a 6 month period

Our experience with providing Human capital solutions coupled with our repeatable, defensible processes, 

delivered the completed review on time and under budget, and the client continues to engage us.

Large Case Litigation

Why should you work with us?

Law firms, corporations and government agencies overseeing the largest cases in America consistently rely on 

Hire Counsel to staff and manage complicated e-Discovery projects, including recent Anti-trust and Opioid MDL 

matters.

Agile staffing solutions anywhere, anytime.

When volumes of dense data need to be reviewed quickly and competently, lawyers handling high-stakes matters 

turn to Hire Counsel for human capital solutions that meet the unique operational challenges that 

accompany large scale document reviews. With a national footprint and deep pool of contract legal professionals, 

Hire Counsel has extensive experience sourcing multiple markets simultaneously and setting up review centers in 

a variety of geographies across the country.

Engaged legal professionals who fit your precise needs.

Hire Counsel’s proprietary candidate database and search methods allow for quick identification and qualification 

of the highest quality contract legal staff to meet the specific requirements of every large case. From matters 

requiring proficiency in multiple languages to reviewers familiar with anti-trust matters, Hire Counsel 

employs, trains and engages employees at all levels. In fact, on average Hire Counsel ranks 12 points higher in 

employee satisfaction compared to other legal staffing firms.* 

Repeatable, defensible processes.

Hire Counsel offers a structured managed review process, customized to address our clients specific workflow, 

QC and technology platform requirements. Our Project Mangers are experts at trimming down large data set 

sizes to optimize document review efficiencies, thereby reducing the risk to clients and increasing the output of the 

review team while also providing a defensible process on time and on budget.

*Based on Glassdoor ratings of “recommend a friend” as of August 2019 
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